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collection of software sharing their underlying source code. most of the time, an open-source
application are present on a computer, usually it is installed on a hard drive. open source software is

free software, which means that it has the same license as free software (i.e. gnu general public
license or gpl ). it is common to download the source code of an application, change it locally,

compile it and install it. in the past, whenever an existing application was being used, it was often
redistributed as a collection of binaries in a distribution or archive form. however, to achieve the best
performance, the original source code is often an important asset. in practice, for most free software

applications, it is possible to download them as a tar.gz file or distribution, in order to not lose the
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they are not directly obtained from a source that guarantees their validity? in other words, what
measures are used to make sure that there are no viruses or other malicious software present in the

files. methodology step 1 : choose a collection of 50 pages in order to validate the integrity of the
download, it is essential to have a large sample to test. to ensure the independence of the collection,

we have chosen fifty pages. step 2 : create a pdf download list after choosing the required source,
the first step is to create a list of the files to download. step 3 : downloading the files we make all the

necessary operations in a terminal window. step 4 : validating the download finally, we verify that
the files were downloaded correctly. step 5 : conclusion the download is considered clean. the tools
used to download, validate and copy the files are the following: gnutpp 5.11.01.00 qt 4.8.7 ps pdf
converter winrar 3.70 archive extractor (powersploit) text-to-html converter installation install all

required packages with the ps archive extractor tool, or with the following command:
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